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"By what authority are you doing these things, and who gave you this
authority?" (Matt. 21:23). The question of the chief priests and elders to
Jesus has persisted througl'iout two millennia of Christian history. Who au-
thors / authorizes theology? Does the church stand as guarantor of the truth
of any given theological assertion or can it be critiqued and found wanting
by a theology it has not authorized? Is innovation possible in the realm of
ffieology'. ff so, how is its veracity to be tested? .Robert Saler's engaging book
takes up these questions for the 'lwenfy-first century and offers an intellec-
tually satisfying and eminently practical framework for authority within a
church understood as an event of the gospel rather than a visible institution.
To get to his conclusions he roots his argument in the differences between
two ecclesiologies: "polis" (the church as an institution with a public) and
"non-polis" (a "diffusively spatialized event"). Instead of championing one
approach over the other, he points out the pros and cons of each but ulti-
mateJy argues that the non-polis model speaks most directly to the current
state of Christianity and its discontents.

Saler lays the groundwork for his thesis in a review of the way innova-
tion has moved from being a bad thing in theology (heresy) to an expected
quality of any constmctive theology (origrinality). He goes on to shosv the way
these ideas play out in two great debates about tlte nature of the church, first
be%een Thomas More and William Tyndale (an actual one) and then be-
ween John Henry Newman and Friedrich Schleiermacher (hypothesized).
Instead of rehashing the doctrinal, social, or biographical issues at work in
their differences, Saler susses out the ecclesiology operating beneath each
man's reasoning, a choice that allows him to compare apples and apples.
For instance, More and Tyndale each believe that the Bible and the Holy
Spirit interact to authorize Christian belief, but More argues for the action of
the Holy Spirit in the magisterium of the institutional church while Tyndale
places it in the believer's heart and her inner conviction. Similarly, New-
man and Schleiermacher each took the nineteenth century's undermining of
Christianity's historic sources to heart as a call to creatively reengage them,
but Newrnan could only bless innovations that developed organically from
the church's teaching tradition, while Schleiermacher famously championed
the "virtuoso" theologian who would "author" theology on his or her own
while establishing its value over against worn-out doctrines. Overarching all
the controversies are the tensions between institution as guardian and guide
versus stifling oppressor, and the individual as tragically misguided versus
daringly heroic.
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I confess that when I purchased this book I had thought the "market-
place" in its title referred to the church-in-the-world as a positive concept.
In fact, the marketplace in Saler's book is a risk, even a threat, capable of
producing "unauthorized" theology because it "sells." Saler deploys a host
of contemporary writers on the notion of the marketplace to demonstrate
how it became an alternative to the patron-as-authorizer; in the market-
place, popularity is its own authority. In a deft move he combines the rise of
Schleiermacher's virtuoso theologian speaking to a still strongly institutional
church with the mediocre role of many modern clergy thanks to the influ-
ence of the marketplace. Quoting R. R. Reno, Saler observes: "Classically,
the role of the minister has been to order the community of faith according
to apostolic faith and practice. . . . Now, under the guidance of therapeutic
tolerance, the role of the minister has changed, and ministry is seen as the
orchestration of faith journeys" (p. 127).

R. R. Reno is one of numerous Anglican and Protestant theologians
(including Paul Criffiths, Francis Beckwith, and Cerald Schlabach) cited by
Saler who have converted to Roman Catholicism in recent years precisely
over their perception of tbe breakdown of an authoritative magisterium in
their traditions. Saler is deeply interested in this trend and sympathetic to its
motivation ("the desire for the polis"), but argues persuasively for a different
sort of authority for theology within a church understood as an event of the
gospel diffused tbroughout the world. Revisitiiig the work of Joseph Sittler
for its implicit ecclesiology instead of his better remembered accomplish-
ments in ecumenical and ecological theology, Saler forges a brilliant synthesis
of twentieth-century death-of-the-author literary theory with a positive valu-
ation of the marketplace as "profusion" that demonstrates an entirely new
possibility for authority in a still-fragmented church. He casts no stones on
polis ecclesiology-only waves a hand toward a future never countenanced
by it. Saler is a very polite writer, but I couldn't help hearing m'i echo of Jesus
in his conclusion: "Let the dead bury their own dead" (Luke 9:60).
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